INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN SHANGHAI
Gain invaluable experience in Shanghai while interning with innovative startups, global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.*

Business, Finance, and Accounting
Financial services, actuarial science, accounting, consulting, recruiting, real estate, and more:
+ Ernst & Young
+ Knight Frank
+ Zhongrong Int.

Communications, Media, and Event Management
News, magazines, advertising, publishing, marketing, tour operations, public relations, and more:
+ Shanghai Yiye Ad
+ Shanghai Dragon Heart Media
+ Pinyin Press
+ Urbanatomy

Service and Support
Logistics, quality control, food industry, and more:
+ AnyHelper
+ AWB Health Management
+ Jonas Emil Coffee Roasters
+ Simply Eco

Research, Science, and Technology
Universities, governmental agencies, engineering, hardware, software, web development, and more:
+ Shanghai Kingdom Import & Export Co. Ltd
+ Javelin Investments
+ Udentity
+ Visualead

NGOs, Community, Health & Education, and Sports
Schools, community services, children’s services, and more:
+ Meng Share
+ Stepping Stones
+ Active Kidz Shanghai
+ ISG Securities

Where Culture Meets Modernity
Look no further than Shanghai’s diverse architecture to see evidence of how this city has welcomed people from a wide variety of cultures since becoming an important trade hub in the 19th century. Following major development over the last two decades, Shanghai is now regarded as China’s commercial and financial center. Here you’ll find the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shanghai Free-Trade Zone, as well as jaw-dropping skyscrapers (Shanghai Tower is the second tallest building in the world).

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.